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Lesson 10 Approximately 750 Words 

Levi Lentz packed my bag with six quarts of juice. 
Levi Lentz packed my bag with six quarts of juice. 

KANSAS is KS; TEXAS is TX; IDAHO is ID; IOWA is IA 
KANSAS is KS; TEXAS is TX; IDAHO is ID; IOWA is IA 

Jan may name a tutor to work with the eight girls. 
Jan may name a tutor to work with the eight girls. 

pink safe tree face hill look only fact date start 
pink safe tree face hill look only fact date start 

red dress extra milk union awards pink car you are 
red dress extra milk union awards pink car you are 

Jim Carter started a car in my garage in Honolulu. 
Jim Carter started a car in my garage in Honolulu. 

with work dock half coal hair both busy city civic 
with work dock half coal hair both busy city civic 

when they fix their pay the did she cut down to it 
when they fix their pay the did she cut down to it 

Diana and Jan may go to the island to do the work. 
Diana and Jan may go to the island to do the work. 

big car air act did fat due joy got pin rug was us 
big car air act did fat due joy got pin rug was us 

pink bowl city street their jump extra chair is at 
pink bowl city street their jump extra chair is at 

Ed Burns was with Steve when we started the feast. 
Ed Burns was with Steve when we started the feast. 

Jim saw a fat cat in a cab as we sat in my garage. 
Jim saw a fat cat in a cab as we sat in my garage. 

Jay was the man you saw up at the lake in the bus. 
Jay was the man you saw up at the lake in the bus. 



I may go to the lake with the men to fix the door. 
I may go to the lake with the men to fix the door. 

Ben will be ready before noon. 
Ben will be ready before noon. 

Sam will bring his dog to the lake. 
Sam will bring his dog to the lake. 

Jack did not fill the two cars with gas. 
Jack did not fill the two cars with gas. 

Jon will take the next test when he is ready. 
Jon will take the next test when he is ready. 

Susan is to bring two or three copies of the play. 
Susan is to bring two or three copies of the play. 

This may be the last time you will have to take a test. 
This may be the last time you will have to take a test. 

 Is it possible for a mouse to make an individual quite wealthy?  
Yes, of course it is.  If you do not believe it, consider Walt Disney.  
This individual came from a very humble beginning.  But in the end, he 
was a very wealthy person.  He was a person whose work brought great 
enjoyment to the lives of many people. 

 A mouse, duck, and dog are just a few of the exquisite 
personalities he brought to life.  After all these years, his work is 
still a part of our lives.  People travel miles to step into the 
amazing world of Disney.  It would be impossible to picture this world 
without his work. 

 Is it possible for a mouse to make an individual quite wealthy?  
Yes, of course it is.  If you do not believe it, consider Walt Disney.  
This individual came from a very humble beginning.  But in the end, he 
was a very wealthy person.  He was a person whose work brought great 
enjoyment to the lives of many people. 

 A mouse, duck, and dog are just a few of the exquisite 
personalities he brought to life.  After all these years, he work is 
still a part of our lives.  People travel miles to step into the 
amazing world of Disney.  It would be impossible to picture this world 
without his work. 

took yell meet carrot need cross spoon little loop 
took yell meet carrot need cross spoon little loop 



Dianna has lived in Massachusetts and Mississippi. 
Dianna has lived in Massachusetts and Mississippi. 

New Jersey, South Dakota, New Mexico, North Dakota 
New Jersey, South Dakota, New Mexico, North Dakota 

The Padres play the Cubs on Tuesday and Wednesday. 
The Padres play the Cubs on Tuesday and Wednesday. 


